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PRESS RELEASE OCT 2015 

Penelope Hope launches with collections Oresome, Cocktails & Dreams, Plunge & Marbleous

Tent London marked the launch of new textile brand Penelope Hope. Artist and designer, Nadia Newton 
has created a colourful and lively textile collection that will bring colour, pattern and personality into the 
home along with a little dose of fun. 

Quality, detail and luxury touches are all key components of the Penelope Hope brand. Alongside the fun 
and youthful spirit that Penelope Hope exudes is a commitment to keep textile printing and production 
within Great Britain. 

Penelope Hope launches with four distinct collections that includes fabric sold by the metre and an 
extensive ready-made cushion collection. 

The collections include: 

Oresome -  summons your inner magpie.

Cocktails & Dreams - celebrates long days and nights of fun in the sun.

Plunge -  is all about the love of the island life, inspiring you to dream. 

Marbleous- a bold & vibrant take on Marble & Mineral designs.

Using metals of the moment, the Oresome collection is oozing with glamorous metallic foil prints, which lend 
themselves to the bold geometric designs. A vibrant colour palette meets a mix of classic patterns and 
exotic Moorish styles. 

The Cocktails & Dreams collection embraces summer, sunshine and a touch of the exotic. Bright, bold and 
kaleidoscopic patterns mix with geometrics and photographic holiday prints to bring a playful summery 
collection to these shores. 

The Plunge collection is just as refreshing, but cool instead of exotic. Inspired by Guernsey’s coastal waters 
in Nadia’s island home. This collection is bursting with deep indigos, cobalt blues, fresh turquoise and zesty 
green.

The Marbleous collection features bold and vibrant marble effect designs in bright magentas, opulent 
greens and mono combinations; this is a luxury collection that certainly packs a colour punch. 

Nadia is a versatile artist and in the same way that her designs have a mix-and-match ethos her artistic 
approach is flexible and open-minded. She designs every print herself and the Penelope Hope collections 
showcase disciplines ranging from hand sketching to photography, ink and acrylic painting as well as digital 
design. To say she is fearless is an understatement. As the designer herself says ‘be brave and be bold!  
Anything in the name of adding a splash of colour and having some fun.’

Having taken the bold step of launching her brand Nadia certainly practices what she preaches. Penelope 
Hope is her way of bringing fun and sparkle to people’s lives; that, and a fresh gust of her beloved Guernsey. 

Penelope Hope’s launch collections, Oresome, Cocktails & Dreams, Plunge & Marbleous are available now 
and in the spirit of hopeful ambition there is plenty more where they came from!
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Editors Notes:

  

1/ High-resolution images are available on request. 

2/ Penelope Hope fabrics start at £85 per metre and cushion from £65, they are available to view and  
purchase at www.penelopehope.com 

3/ Penelope Hope Background Story

Based in Guernsey, Channel Islands, Penelope Hope was founded in 2014 by Guernsey girl, Nadia Newton 
(BA Hons). Upon gaining a First Class Honours Degree in Retail Management Nadia worked for several 
leading retail brands, namely Marks & Spencer and Specsavers, in roles spanning fashion design, 
merchandising and marketing. After a career break to have her children, Nadia decided to realise her 
dream and set up her own textile design studio shortly after the birth of her third child, who was due to be 
named Penelope Hope. When she gave birth to a boy, Penelope Hope became the perfect name for her 
new company.

A fan of folklore and mythology, Nadia discovered Penelope, in Greek mythology, was a weaver and that 
the name derived from the word Pene, meaning thread on a bobbin.  Additionally, Nadia means 'hope' in 
Russian - 'a feeling of expectation and desire for a particular thing to happen', a word that evokes emotions 
such as aspiration, desire and longing, all of which, Nadia wishes her customers will experience in association 
with the Penelope Hope brand. 


